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Common Jira misuse that limits project visibility and outcomes 

 

This is part of a series of abridged whitepapers intended as quick reference sources for busy managers 

interested in the subject matter and faced with limited time to absorb lengthy research documentation.  

It is based on research undertaken by Plandek drawn from anonymised data observed across a range of 

clients – from small start ups to large corporates with large scale, distributed Agile teams. 

 

Purpose of this Paper 

The analysis presented below is focused on the software development process and is based on 

analysis across a representative range of Jira users in large corporates, SMEs and start-ups.  It is 

designed to help strike the optimum balance of Jira usage within the software 

development team, so that Jira does the job that it was designed to do - but does not 

over-burden the engineering team with bureaucracy. 

The paper identifies the most serious (and common) misuses of Jira that prevent the efficient 

functioning of teams within an Agile environment. 

Correcting such Jira misuse will have a big impact on overall project productivity and 

predictability. [This can be done using Plandek as it tracks Jira use/misuse by project and team and 

therefore is a key tool in greatly improving Jira (and related process) accuracy within teams.] 

  

Scope of the Analysis 

The proprietary analysis is based on Agile principles and experience of working with clients and 

analysing anonymised data from strongly performing and poorly performing Agile software 

development projects observed between September 2017 and August 2018.   

The Plandek analytics platform surfaces over 120 metrics at project, team and individual level across 

the history of a project.  As per Figure 1 overleaf, Plandek collects data from four key sources:  

1. The complete history of tickets residing within workflow management tools like Jira; 

as well as: 

2. Meta-data from code repositories to review how/when code has been committed and by 

whom  

3. Code quality tools 

4. Time trackers to show resource time (and cost) spend.  

Plandek is therefore focused specifically on the activity of software development teams and related 

QA functions. Plandek does not yet analyse data from DevOps activity where completed code is 

integrated and deployed to a live environment.   

As a result, the scope of this Whitepaper, is the use/misuse of Jira in the software 

development stage of the process only.  The focus is specifically on how Jira is used – 

and not a broader critique of processes and interactions (e.g. between stakeholders and 

engineering) that also heavily affect team and project efficiency. 
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Figure 1 - Plandek key data sources 

 

 

The 3 most common misuses of Jira that limit project visibility and outcomes  

Jira is a powerful project planning and management tool.  When used well, it underpins simple and 

efficient processes and disciplines so that the complex task of writing software (with all the 

interdependencies involved) is undertaken as efficiently as possible. 

When used badly it results in poorly defined processes (destined to create inefficiency), and/or a 

complete lack of visibility of these processes.  As such it becomes impossible to really understand 

how tickets are being progressed, where the bottlenecks are and how long things are taking.   

In an Agile world, which very often involves decentralised responsibility across many distributed 

scrum teams, this lack of visibility creates project risk and hides inefficiency. 

 The three most common and critical Jira misuses that we observed are: 

1. Over-simplified Jira process configuration – by this we mean unhelpful configuration of 

Jira workflows and statuses 

 

2. Poor adherence to the defined Jira processes – for example inaccurate updating of Jira 

statuses (by engineers)  

 

3. Inconsistent Jira project definition - whereby the milestones, desired outcomes and 

timings of projects become divorced from how work is organised and tracked in Jira 
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1. Oversimplified Jira Process Configuration 

 

Writing software is a process involving many stages and interdependencies between individuals.  Jira 

is highly flexible, allowing users to configure any process that suits their needs.  In an Agile world, 

this is clearly a vital aspect of the tool.  However, this blank canvas often results in poorly defined 

processes in Jira, which are either overly complex or so simplistic that they prevent any meaningful 

view of where inefficiencies may lie.  The most common weaknesses that we see are (in order of 

impact): 

 

Overly simplified workflows in Jira – it’s clearly in everyone’s interest if the process (and related 

need to update Jira) remains as simple as possible.  But, very often it is so over-simplified that it will 

hide basic bottlenecks and inefficiencies. Examples include: 

 

1. QA not separated as a status in Jira.  This may happen because engineers QA their own 

work.  Even so, QA should be viewable as a separate status within Jira.  This is key as: 

a. time taken (and elapsed) in QA often represents a sizeable proportion of overall 

cycle times and therefore should be visible and managed closely  

b. the re-work resulting from a failure to pass QA is a key source of inefficiency within 

the development process.  If Jira is configured correctly, Plandek tracks returns from 

QA by team and individual, to quantify the impact of the resulting re-work. This is 

seen to vary greatly by team (and individual) and is often very significant.  The QA 

status should always therefore be visible within Jira       

 

2. “On Hold” not defined as a status.  On-hold or blocked time (for whatever reason) is a 

source of delay.  As such there are great potential benefits to track it effectively within 

teams in both the pre-development and development stage.  On-hold delays in pre-

development are very common (and may be very lengthy) as input from stakeholders is 

awaited.  On-hold delays within development often occur at a hand-off between engineers 

or as a result of dependencies/competing priorities etc.  They may be unavoidable, or on the 

contrary may be entirely avoidable with better resource/skill allocation within teams.  

Plandek separates information from a single Jira status into pre-development and 

development “on hold” statuses.  Both types of “on-hold” time should be measured to 

optimise the development process.  Total On-hold time can then be summed across team to 

show the total “delay” in work-days (giving delivery managers an attractive target to reduce).    

Example Cycle Time Analysis Showing “On Hold” Times – Plandek 
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The JIRA workflow allows transitions from any status to any status.  This requires users of 

the workflow to figure out which status the ticket should move to next and often results in the 

tickets being in the wrong status to represent their position in the workflow. 

 

 

2.  Poor adherence to defined Jira processes 

 

The most common weaknesses that we see are (in order of impact): 

 

1. “Speeding tickets” – the ability to track by team and individual within team those tickets 

for which ticket status is not updated correctly – this often involves “speeding tickets” 

through the Jira workflow, where tickets are clicked through statuses after the event.  It is 

not uncommon for a high percentage of all tickets to be treated in this way.  Speeding 

tickets through stages means that there is no possibility of understanding cycle times - the 

time taken for tickets to progress through the development process, when the work really 

happened and where the bottlenecks are to be found 

 

Example Analysis of “Speeding Tickets” in Jira – Plandek 

 

 
 

2. Ticket shepherding - the common occurrence where one member of the team updates 

other team members’ ticket statuses (often after the event).  Again, this prevents any 

meaningful analysis of real workflows and visibility of the individual contributors 

 

3. Inability to track re-work: tickets not moving back through the workflow in 

response to failure in QA.  A key source of inefficiency in any project is engineers re-

working tickets that have failed QA (for whatever reason).  This is not bug-fixing per se, 

simply the re-working of tickets in the development of code.  If tickets fail QA, the Jira 

status should be updated accordingly, so that the ticket moves back into an “in progress” 

status.  If this happens, a Return Rate can be tracked for every engineer.  This is a key 

efficiency metric and will vary greatly by individual and team.  Plandek’s empirical analysis 

shows a clear 80:20 relationship – where c80% of all returns are very likely to come from 

c20% of engineers.  And Return Rates approaching 100% are not uncommon for some 
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engineers.  If the return rate of these 20% can be improved, overall team velocity will 

increase significantly.     
 

4. Multiple tickets in progress simultaneously – engineers may choose to work on 

multiple tasks simultaneously, but we often see more tickets “in progress” than are actually 

being worked on.  This is problematic as it makes the tracking of actual work done difficult.  

Indeed, it extends the cycle times for tickets and gives the impression that a piece of work is 

being actively worked on when it may not be.  It can also indicate context switching by 

developers. 

 

 

 

3. Inconsistent Jira project configuration/definition 
 

The definition of “projects” within technology development is a major area of debate and we do not 

intend to rehearse the arguments here.  In this section we simply point out some common 

difficulties that we see in project definition within Jira.   

 

1. The Jira Project, Version or Epic is not meaningful for the stakeholder. It is very 

common for difficulties to emerge where there is confusion/ambiguity over the definition of 

“Project and/or Version”.  In our experience, projects in Jira should be designed 

around the stakeholder.  By this we mean that a project should be a meaningful 

grouping of work that constitutes a recognisable outcome for a stakeholder.  It is 

this “recognisable outcome” that the stakeholder will await and for which they will want to 

track progress.   

 

Major difficulties emerge, where the recognisable outcome that the stakeholder 

awaits is not the same as the accumulated tasks within a Project, Version or Epic 

defined and tracked in Jira.  This leads to the familiar situation where IT and 

stakeholders disagree over what they believe should be in a release at go-live.  

 

2. Priorities are not effectively managed in the Jira backlog.  This is a very common 

occurrence.  In this instance, engineers can end up working on low priority tickets as there 

is no clear and real-time update of ticket priority.  This may be due to a lack of project 

management resource or practical issues such as ticket priority fields being ignored within 

Jira.  The net effect is very debilitating to the project outcome and team morale.   

 

 

Conclusion 

We have been struck by the great variation in the effectiveness of use of Jira across and within 

clients.  Being Agile demands flexibility from tools used in the Agile process.  The result is that tools 

such as Jira are highly customisable and hence open to being used well or poorly.    

When Jira is used poorly, the development process becomes opaque.  This lack of visibility means 

that it is impossible to understand the real productivity and predictability of teams.  This is of 

particular concern in larger decentralised Agile environments. 
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Indeed, a great paradox of Agile is that responsibility for delivery is decentralised to individual teams, 

whilst accountability for delivery remains centralised (e.g. with a Head of Delivery).  This paradox 

becomes exaggerated as Agile environments scale, often involving distributed teams on-shore, off-

shore, in-house and contractors.    

In this context there may be multiple instances of Jira and a myriad of preferred workflows, but it is 

vital that these adopted workflows in Jira allow clear process visibility across and within teams. This 

enables those accountable for delivery (centrally) to understand efficiency at team level and so have 

the confidence to leave decentralised Agile teams to be self-determining.   

If (central) Heads of Delivery cannot see what is going on within Agile teams, they will either tend to 

be too controlling of these Agile teams (which is counterproductive).  Or even worse, they will 

leave the Agile teams to be self-determining even though they have no real understanding of 

whether these teams are being managed effectively.  This clearly creates unmanaged project risk.    

Effective Jira usage is therefore a key determinant of a healthy and productive Agile environment.  

Achieving effective Jira usage means striking the right balance of minimum Jira bureaucracy and 

maximum process efficiency/visibility.  This is not easily achieved, but the cost of failure can be very 

high. 

 

Introduction to Plandek 

Plandek is a fast growing and well-funded SaaS business based in London founded in 2016 by two 

experienced entrepreneurs, Dan Lee and Charlie Ponsonby. 

Plandek (www.plandek.com) has developed an analytics tool and methodology to help large IT teams 

deliver Agile technology projects more productively and predictably.  Plandek works closely with IT 

leadership faced with the challenge of managing complex Agile IT teams and delivering against the 

ever-increasing expectations of the business.   

Plandek works by mining data sitting within commonly used tools (e.g. Jira/code repos/time trackers 

etc), to identify hidden bottlenecks and early-warning signs of problem projects.  As such, it tracks 

six key areas that empirical analysis has shown directly impact Agile project productivity and 

predictability, in order to increase Agile teams’ efficiency by 15-20%.   

Plandek is a practical management tool that is used at all levels within the IT team (team leader to 

CTO) to: 

• manage project delivery more efficiently (the day job); and  

• help drive and measure progress in clients’ ongoing Agile continuous improvement 

programmes (the longer-term challenge).  

 

Plandek is working with among others: Reed Elsevier, News Corp, Worldpay, Dixons Carphone, 

Secret Escapes, Sky, EE, TalkTalk and Sky Bet. 

If this Quick Reference White Paper has been helpful, feel free to contact the authors at 

cponsonby@plandek.com or nadia.tosheva@plandek.com, or the broader Plandek team via 

www.plandek.com.  

http://www.plandek.com/
mailto:cponsonby@plandek.com
mailto:nadia.tosheva@plandek.com

